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Nearly every orthostructure that ha革 been propos磁盘s a model for a logic of 
尹ropositions a伍li在ted with a phys沁al 巧slem can be represented as an interval 
effi苦ct algebra; t如at is, as the p革rtial algeb稳稳nder addition of an ìnt在rval from 
zero 10 an order unìt i挂在苦硝ially order时 Ab母lian gro辑p. If the sySlem ìs in a 
state that precludes ce戎ain elements of such an interval, an appropria毛e quotienl 
ìnlerval algebra can beωnstructed by fac沁rin嚣。ut the order-convex subgroup 
generated by the 萨宅c1uded elements. In t如is paper we 1在unch a study of the 
f茸sulting quotient effect algebras. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Effect algebras (Foulis and Bennett, 1994; Greechie and Foulis, 1995), 
or what is essentially the same thing, D-posets (Kδpka， 1992; Navara and 
Pták, 1993; Kôpka and Chovanec, 1994), arose partly as an 船swer 旬出e
problem of representing fuzzy or unsharp events (Dalla Chiara and Giunti函，
1989; Giuntini and Greuling, 1989; Mesiar, 1怜993匀)， partly in connection with 
po例si烛I垃Îve-唰op严￠盯r捣at协or.葡栩唰帽哼

(Sd挝E饺ro辅ec哝ka踹ndFoul垃li总s， 1990), and part1y in response to 位le problem of forming 
tensor products of quantum logics (Randall and Foulis, 1981; 如lmanno吨，

1985; Kl运y et 01. , 1987; Bennett and Fou1怒， 1993; Dvurecens挝~， 1994; 
Dvureeenskij and Pulmannov季， 1994; Foulis et 01. , 1994). Boolean algebras, 
。rthomodular lattices, orthomodular posets, and orthoalgebras are special 
kindsofe仔ectalgeb邸. Effect algebras can be combined by forming Cartesian 
products, horizontal sums, and tensor products (Foulis et 01. , 1994). However, 
until now, no comprehensive theory of quotients has been worked out, 
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although a possible basis for such a theory has be创业etched in Foulis et 
al. (1996). 

Propositions about a physical system :J tend to band together to form 
an effect algebra E, and the physical states of :J give rise to probability 
measures on E. If :J is in a physical state ψwith corresponding probability 
measure w: E • [0, 1] ç R, then the propositions in 1 ω 句 1(0) are 
(probabilistically) impossible. In accordance with standard practices in c1assi
cal mathematical logic , one ought to be able to form a suitable "quotient 
effect algebra" EII by somehow "factoring out" the impossible propositions , 
thus obtaining a representation for the propositions affiliated with :J when 
it is known to be in the state ψ. 

Effect algebras that can be represented as the interval from zero to a 
positive element in a partially ordered Abelian group are called interval 吃ffect
algebras (Bennett and Foulis, n.d.). These form a large and important subclass 
of the class of all effect algebras and, for this subclass, a natural notion of 
quotient suggests itself. In this pape几 we launch a study of such quotients, 
showing that in somεways they are well behaved and in other ways thεy 
are not. It is hoped that our study will contribute tow叙d a solution of 
the problem of formulating an 部propriate general theory of quotients for 
effect algebras. 

2. BASIC DEFll喝ITIONS

The general notion of an effωalgebra is as follows. 

Dφnition 2.1. An 笔ffect algebra is a system 伍，白， 0, u) consisting of 
a set E, a partiaIly defined binary operationφon E, and two special e1ements 
0, U E E called the zero and the unit such that, for all p , q , r E E: 

(i) (Associative ÚlW). If p EÐ q and (p EÐ q) EÐ r are defined, then (q EÐ 
r) and p EÐ (q EÐ r) are defined and 

(p EÐ q) φ r p EÐ (q EÐ r) 

(ii) (Commutative ÚlW). If p EÐ q is defined, then q EÐ p is defined and 
p EÐ q = q EÐ p. 

(iii) (Orthosupplementation ÚlW). For e在.ch p E E, there is a unique q 
ε E， such 泊在t p EÐ q is defined and p 命 q = u. 

(iv) (Zero幡 Unit ÚlW). 在 u 岱 p is defined, then p = O. 

Unlεss confusion threatens, we say that E is an effect aIgebra when we 
really mεan that 伍，也。，对 is 拟 effect algebra. AIso, when we writεm 
equation such as p EÐ r = q, we are asse汉ing both that p EÐ r is defined and 
that p EÐ r 出 q.
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Example 2.2. Let 'lIC be a Hilbe汉 space and 1仅 E(盼 be the set of a11 
self-低ljoint operators A 。在英 such that 0 :5 A :5 1. If A , B 较 E('lIC}， define 
A EB B i应 A + B :5 1, in which case A 告 B:口 A 十 B. (We use := to mean 
equa1s by definition.) Then E(茨) is an effect algebra ca1led the standard 
〈庐ct algebra for "iJ巳

For the remainder of this section, we assume thαtEisan 々ffect algebra 
with unit u. If p , q E E, we say that p is orthogonal to q and write p 牛 q
iff p EB q is defined. An element p E E is called isotropic iff p .1 p , that is, 
iff p EB p is defined. The unique element q E E such that p EB q = u is 
ca11ed the orthosupplement of p and written as p' := q. In Example 2.2, if 
A E E(就)， then A' = 1 - A and A is isotropic i仔2A :5 1. 

The relation :5 defined on E by p :5 q iff p 岱 r 口 q for some r E E 
is a partial order on E such that 0 :5 P :5 u for all p E E. The mapping ': 
E • E is an order-reversing involution on E and p .1 q 仲 p :5 q'.Weuse
standard order-theoretic terminology in connection with the poset (E, :5). 

For instance, if 0 is 由e only element r E E for which r :5 p, q, we say that 
p and q are disjoint. 

An orthoalgebra (OA) is the same thing as an effect algebra with no 
nonzero isotropic elements (Foulis et al. , 1992), an orthomodular poset (OM的
is the same thing 部扭 OA in which the EB.创1m of two orthogonal elements 
is their supremum, and an orthomodular lattice (OML) ìs an OMP in whìch 
any two elements have a supremum (Foulis and Bennett, 1994). A Boolean 
algebra is the same thing as an OML in which d埠。int elements are 
orthogonal. 

A subset A of E is called a s始吃萨ct algebra of E iff 0 E A , A is closed 
under orthosupplementation, and A is c10sed under the p红tia1 binary operation 
EB.Obviously，在 sub-effect algebraA of an effect algεbra E is an effect a1gebra 
in its own right under the restriction to A of the partial operation EB. 

If F is a second effect a1gebra, then a mapping φ:E 叶 F is called 
a morphism i在 it preserves EB and maps unity to unity. By definition, a 
homomorphism is a morphism that preserves di斗。int pairs. A morphismφ: 
E 叶 F is called a monomorphism i仔 for p , q ε E， φ(p) :5 制q) 啡 p :5 q. 
An isomorphism is a surjective monomorphism. 

If φ:E • F is a morphism, it is c1ear thatφ(创口 o and that, for p E 

E, φ(p') = φ(p)'. Furthermore, p 主三 q=丰 φ(p) :5 φ(q). Simple examples 
show th砾， in general， φ(E) need not be a subalgebra of F. If φ:E • F is a 
monomorphism, then p .1 q iffφ(p) .1 φ(q). Furthermore, ifφisamonomor翩
phism, thenφ(E) is a sub-effect a1gebra of F. 

D哨nition 2.3. An ideal is a nonempty subset 1 of E such that for a11 
p , q E E with p .1 q, p EB q E 1 ∞ p， q E 1. 
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Thus, a nonempty subset / of E is an ideal iff it is an order ideal in (E, 
三) and it is closed under the partial bin缸y operation EÐ. 

Example 2.4. If φ:E • F is a morphism, then / : =φ1(0) is an ideal 
in E called the 笔庐ct kernel of φ. 

3. PARTIALLY ORDERED ABELIAN GROUPS 

Although much of the material in this section is well known in the 
由eory of ordered algebraic structures, we sketch it here for convenience and 
to establish our notation. Omitted proofs can be found, for instance, in Chapter 
1 of Goodearl (1 986). In what follows , we assume that G is an additively 
written, partial抄 ordered Abelian group with positive cone G+ : = (g E G I 0 
2二 g).

If H is a subgroup of G, then H is a partially ordered Abelian group in 
its own right under the restriction to H of the partial order 三 on G. We refer 
to this as the induced partial order on H and to 由e corresponding positive 
cone H+ = H n G+ as the induced positive cone. For instance, in the additive 
group R of real numbers the standard positive cone R+ consists of the real 
numbers 由at 缸'e nonnegative in the usual sense, the integers Z form an 
additive subgroup of R, and the induced positive cone is z+ = Z n R+. 

If X ç G, we define (却 to be the subgroup of G generated by X and 
denote by (a) the cyclic subgroup of G generated by a E G. A subgroup H 
of G is said to be directed iff for all a, b E H , there exists c E H such that 
a， b 三 c.

Lemma 3./. Let H be a subgroup of G and let H+ = H n G+. Then the 
following conditions are mutually equivalent: 

(i) H is directed. 
(ii) H = H+ - H+. 
(iii) H = (H+). 
(iv) 3X ç G+ with H = (X). 

Corollary 3.2. G = (G+) iff G is directed. 

A subgroup H of G is said to be order convex i缸， for all a , b E G, 0 
三 a 三 b E H=亨 a E H. 

Theorem 3.3. Let H be a subgroup of G. Then the following conditions 
are mutually equivalent: 

(i) H is order convex. 
(ii) a, c E H, b E G, a 三 b 三 c=亨 b E H. 
(iii) If Q is an Abelian group and ç: G • Q is a group homomorphism 

with ker(ç) = H, then Q can be organized into a partially ordered Abelian 
group with Q+ = 已(C+).
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(iv) There is a partial1y ordered Abelian group Q and 挠 group homomor嗣
phism ç: G • Q such that ç(G+) ç;; Q+ and H = ker(ç). 

The intersection of order-convex subgroups of G is again an order唰
convex subgroup of G. 

Definition 3.4. If X is any subset of G, denote by ocs(X) the intersection 
of a11 order-convex subgroups of G that contain X. Also, let ssg(均 be the 
subsemigroup of G consisting of 0 and all sums of finite sequences of elements 
in X. 

Lemma 3.5. Let X be a subset of G飞 Then:

(i) ocs(X) = ocs(ssg(X))口 {h E GI3y E ssg(均，…y :S h 三 y}.
(ii) ocs(X) is a directed subgroup of G. 

An e1εment u εG+ is cal1ed an order unit iff for every g εG， there 
exists n εZ今 such that g :S nu. By Lemm在 3.5 ， u E G令 is an or岱.er unit iff 
ocs({的)担 G; hence, if G admits an order unit, then, by Corol1ary 3.2, G 
is directed. 

在le material that follows pertains to the 黯bjects ∞der consideration 
in this paper and is not explicitly treated in tl1e standard literaturεon partial1y 
ordered algebraic structures. 

D抽出ion 3.6. Let u E G+. 
(i) We define the interval G+凹， 叫 :笃笃 {p E GIO :s p :s u}. 
(ii) 白le element u is generative i旺 G+ ssg(G吨。， u]) and G = (G吨。， u]).

η1时， an e1ement of the positive cone is generative iff it generates the 
positive cone as a subsemigroup and, in tum, the positive cone generates 
the group. 

Lemma 3. 立If uEG+andG (。凹， u]), then u is an order unit. 

Proof Suppose g E G (例。， u]). Then there are elements a [， 龟，
... ， a"， bh 屿，.. ., bm E G吨。， u] such thatg = Ijaj - Ij 乌 :s I j ai :s nu. • 

As a consequence of Lemma 3.7, every generative element of G+ is an 
order unit. If G is lattice ordered, then every order unÎt is generative; otherwise, 
as the following example shows, order 也nits are not necessarily generative. 

Example 3.8. If G = Z as a partially ordered Abelian group witl1 the 
nonstandard positive cone G+ :口 {m E Zlm → 2εZ+} U {o}, then 2 is 
an order unit in 立， but it is not generative. 

Lemma 3.9. Let U E G+ be a generative order unit and let H栓在n order峨

convex dirεcted subgroup of G. 百len

H (H n G+[O, u]) 
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Proof. By Lemma 3.1 , H = (H n G+) , so it will be sufficient to prove 
that H n G+ ç二 (H n G+[O, u]). Let h E H n G+. Since u is generative, h 
E G+ = ssg(G+[O, u]) implies that there is a finite sequence aJ，龟， . . ., an 

ε G+[O， u] such that h = I; a;. For each j = 1, 2, . . . , n, we have 0 三 αJ
三 I; a; = h and, owing to the facts that h E H and H is order convex, we 
have aj E H n G+[O, u]; hence, h E (H n G+[O, u]). • 

4. INTERVAL EFFECT ALGEBRAS 

If G is a partially ordered Abelian group and u ε G+， then the interval 
G+[O, u] can be organized into an effect algebra with unit u by taking EB to 
be the restriction to G+[O, u] of + on G. As such, the effect algebra partial 
order on G+[O, u] coincides with the restriction to G+[O, u] of the partial 
order on G. 

Definition 4.1. An effect algebra of the form G+[O, u] , or isomorphic to 
an effect algebra of this form, is called an interval φct algebra. 

In Bennett and Foulis (n.d.) it is shown that a sub-effect algebra of an 
interval effect algebra is again an interval effect algebra. In Foulis et al. 
(1994) it is proved that the class of interval effect algebras is closed under 
由e fo口nation of Cartesian products, horizontal sums, and tensor products. 

Example 4.2. The interval effect algebra R+[O, 1] is called the standard 
scale algebra. More generally, a tota11y ordered effect algebra is called a 
scale algebra. 

If 就 is a one-dimensional Hilbert space, then the standard effect algebra 
E(就) is isomorphic to the standard scale algebra R+[O, 1]. 

Definition 4.3. A probability measure on an effect algebra E is a mo甲h

ism ω:E • R+[O, 1] from E to the standard scale algebra. 

Since a probability measure ωon an effect algebra E is a morphism, 
its effect kemel 1 : =ω一 1(0) is an ideal in E. It can be shown 由at eve可
interval effect algebra admits at least one probability measure and 由剑，

conversely, if there are enough probability measures on E to determine the 
partial order 三， then E is an interval effect algebra (Bennett and Foulis, n.d.). 

If E is an effect algebra and K is an Abelian group, a mapping φ:E • 
K is called a K-valued measure iff, for p , q E E with p 1. q， φ(p EB q) = 
φ(p) + φ(q). A proof of the following theorem can be found in Bennett and 
Foulis (n.d.). 

Theorem 4.4. If E is an interval effect algebra, then there is a partially 
ordered Abelian group G with a generative order unit u such that E = G+[O, u] 
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and, for everγAbelian group K, eveηK-valued measure φ:G吨。， u] • Kcan 
be extended uniquely to a group homomorphism φ*: G • K 

The group G in Theorem 4.4, which is unique up to a group isomorphism, 
is called the universal group for the interval effect algebra E. 

5. THE GROUP 茧ERNEL OF A MORPHISM 0贺 INTERVAL
EFFECT ALGEBRAS 

In this section, it will be convenient to adopt the following notation. 

Standing Notation 5.1. For the remainder ofthis section, G is the univer懈
sal group with unit u for the interval effect algebra E = G吨。，时， Q is a 
partially ordered Abelian group withγεQ飞 F=Q气。， v] is organized into 
an i双erval effect algebra, andφ:E • F is a morphism. 在1邸， φ:E → Q is 
a 合γalued measure, so it admits a uniqueεxtension to a group homomorphism 
铲:G • Q. 

Since G+ = ssg(E) and F 三矿，附 have 护(G可♀矿， so 铲:G • 
Q Îs order preserving and, by part (iv) of Theorem 3.3, ker伸勺 is an order相
convex subgroup of G. Furthermore， φ* is normalized in the sense that 铲刨

v. In fact, given G and Q as above, it is c1ear that there is a on肘。-one

correspondence φHφ* between morphismsφ:E • F and norrnalized order喃
preserving group homomorphismsφ*: G • Q. 

百le morphismφ:E • F has the effect kemel 1 φ…气。). We have 
to beωreful to distinguish between the ideal 1 ç E and the kemel of the 
group homomorphism φ*: G • Q. Because 今* is an extension of φ， we 
have 1 = ker(φ*) n E. 

Dφnition 5.2. 咀le order-convex subgroup ker(φηç G is called the 
grol伊拉melof φ. 

In the next two examples and in the remainder of the paper we use the 
usual notation zn for the additive Abelian group obtained by forming the n
fold Cartesian product of Z with itself and we denote by Zn the additive 
group of integers modulo n. The standard positive cone in zn is understood 
to be 

(z+)n := {(Z j, Z2, . . . , Zn) I Zj E 在+ for i 1, 2, . . . , n} 

Example 5.3. Let G 严 Z4 with the nonstandard positive cone 

G令:= {杠，只己的泣，只 Z， W E Z气 W :s; y + z} 

and with the unit u := (1, 1, 1, 1). Let Q: Z3 with the standard positive 
cone 0+ : = (Z+)3 and with the unÎt v : =轧， 1 ，好. The mapping 铲:G • 
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Q given by φ*(x， y, Z, w) : = (x, z, w) is a group epimorphism with φ*(u) 

= vand φ*(G+) = 0+. The interval effect algebra E = G+[O, u] is isomorphic 
to the 12-element orthomodular lattice G12 (Kalmbach, 1983, Figure 9.4) and 
G is its universal group. The interval e能ct algebra F = 0+[0, v] is isomorphic 
to the eight-element Boolean algebra 23 and Q is its universal group. The 
restriction φ:E • Fof φ* to E is a surjective morphism of effect algebras. 
The effect kemel of φis 1 :=φ一 '((0， 0, 0)) = {(O, 0, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0, O)} 
and its group kemel is ker(φ*) = {(O, y, 0, 0) I y E Z}. 

Example 5.4. The Wright triangle E = W'4 : = G+[O, u] (Foulis et al., 
1992, Example 2.13) is a 14-element orthoalgebra with universal group G 
=z气 nonstandard positive cone 

σ = {(x， 只 z， w)lx， 只 z， W E Z+, W 三 x + Y + z} 

and unit u = (1, 1, 1, 1). Let Q := Z3 X Z2 and define a group epimorphism 
φ*: G • Q for (x, y, z, w) εG by 

φ*(x， y, z, w) : = (x, y, z， α) ， where α 三 z + w (mod 2) 

币len ker(φ*) n G+ = {(O, 0, 0, O)} , so, by Theorem 3.3, Q can be organized 
into a partially ordered Abelian group with positive cone Q+ : =φ*(G+). Let 
v := (1, 1, 1, 0) =φ*(u) ε Q and let F := Q+[(O, 0, 0, 0) , v]. Then F is a 
14-element orthoalgebra with Q as its universal group, the restriction φof 
φ* to E is a bijective morphismφ:E → R 由ee旺ect kemel of φis 1 = {(O, 
0, 0, O)} ç E, but φis not even an e旺ect algebra homomorphism, let alone 
an isomorphism. 

As Example 5.4 illustrates, the articulation between morphisms and 
kemels that obtains for groups, rings, Boolean algebras, orthomodular lattices, 
and so on may fail in the category of interval e仔ect algebras. It is the group 
kemel , not the e仔ect kemel，由at plays the crucial role for morphisms of 
interval e仔ect algebras. This observation suggests the following definition. 

Definition 5.5. A morphismφ:E • F is said to be regular i仔 its group 
kemel, ker(φ叫， coincides with the subgroup (I> generated by its e仔ect kemel 
1= φ'(0). 

Lemma 5.6. A morphismφ:E • F is regular i仔 its group kemel, 
ker(φ*) ， is a directed subgroup of G. 

Proof Let 1 = φ一 '(0). If ker(φ*) =份， then ker(φ*) is directed by 
Lemma 3.1. Conversely, suppose ker(φ*) is directed. Since φ* is an extension 
of φ， we have 1 = ker(φ*) n E , so ker(φ*) = (I> by Lemma 3.9. • 

The morphism in Example 5.3 is regular, but the morphism in Example 
5.4 is not. 
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6. REGULAR QUOTIENTS OF INTERVAL EFFECτALGEBRAS 

According to the following theorem, an ideal 1 in an interval effect 
algebra E induces a regular morphism in a natural way. 

Theorem 6.1. Suppose G is the universal group for the interval effect 
algebra E = σ挡，得] and let 1 be 韶 ideal in E. Let φ*: G 叶 Q be the 
我atural group epimorphi吉m with kemel ocs(1) onto the quotient group Q = 
Glocs的， organize Q into a partially ordered Abelian group with positive 
cone 矿:出伊(G吁， let v :=伊(时， and defme F :=矿掉， v] to be the 
corresponding interval effect algebra. Then v is a generative order unit in Q 
and the restrictionφof φ* to E is a regular morphismφ:E • F with effect 
kemel φ→{O} = ocs(1) n 1立

Proof. By part (iii) of Theorem 3.3, Q+ φ*( G+) is a cone in Q. Since 
u is a generative order unit in G and φ*: G • Q is an order喃preserving
epimorphi骂m， it follows that v φ气时 is a generative order unit in Q. 
Clearly，令:E• F is a morphism with effect kemelφ…气功= ker(φηnE 

ocs的 n E. By part (ii) of Lemma 3.5, ocs(1) Îs a directed subgroup of 
G, so φ:E • F is regular by Lemma 5.6. • 

Definition 6.2. Let G be the universal group for the interval effect algebra 
E = G+[O, u] and let 1 be an ideal in E. Then the interval effect algebra Q气。，
v] in Theorem 6.1 is called the regular quotient 写庐ct algebra of E modulo 
1 (in the category of interval effect algebras), and is written as EI时s(l). The 
morphismφ:E • Elocs(1) in Theorem 6.1 is called the regular quotient 
morphism. 

Suppose G is the universal group for E G气。，叶， 1 is an ideal in E, 
andφ*: G 叶 Q is a group epimorphism with ker(铲) = ocs价. Then Q can 
be organized Ìnto a partially ordered Abelian group with a+ :口铲(G吁， Q

is isomorphic to the quotient group Glocs的， andQ啊，铲〈叫] is isomorphic 
to the regular quotient Elocs(η.τ'herefore， when convenient, we shall indulge 
in a slight abuse of notation and terminology by identifying Elocs的 with

Q+怡， φ气的] and referring toφas the regular quotient morphism. 
As a first indication that Definition 6.2 is consistent with our usual 

understanding of quotients, we subrnit the following result, which, roughly 
speaking, say吉 that the regular quotient (E1 X E2)/ocs侄1) is E2• 

Theorem 6.3. If EI and E2 are interval effect algebras, E = E. X E2 is 
the 硝ect-algebra Cartesian product, and 1 = EI X {剖， then Elocs(1) is 
isomorphic to E2• 

Proof. Let E; = Gt[O，时， where G; is the universal group for E;, i 口
1, 2. By Foulis et al. (1994), G: G1 X G2, with the positive cone G+ : 
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Gt X G:t and with generative order unit u := (屿 ， u步， is the universal group 
for El X E2• Thus, (丹出 {(g\> O)lg ， ε G1 } is an order convex subgroup of 
G, so (丹= ocs的. The projection mapping φ*: G • Gz give混 by φ气gt.
g2) : = g2 for all (g 1> g2) εG is a group epimorphism with ker(φη= (1) 
= ocs(f) and φ*(0'") 町， so (E1 X E2)/ocs(f) is isomorphic to G1[O, U2] 

= E2. • 

Definition 6.4. Let G be the uni versal group for E G+凹， u] and let 1 
be an ideal in E. 

。 1 is closed i在 1 = ocs(f) n E. 
(iì) The closure of the ideall is 1* : = ocs(f) n ιTh肘， 1 is closed i旺

1=1飞

Lemma 6.5. Let G be the universal group for E = G令段， ], let 1 be an 
ideal in E, and let φ:E 叶 Elocs(f) be the regular quotient mo叩hism.

(i) 1 ç二 1* ker(φη nE. 
(ii) ocs(ηocs(l*). 

(iii) 1* is a closed ideal in E. 
(iv) Elocs的报 Elocsσ*).

(v) 1 is closed i仔 y εssg的， p E E, p:$ Y 功 pε1
(vi) If 1 is closed, then (丹= ocs(丹.

Proo..卢 Part (i) is obvious.τo prove part (ii) , note that ocs(f) ç ocs(/*) 
follows from the fact that 1 三户. Conversely，俨= ocs(窍门 E ç ocs(舟，嚣。
ocs(1号 ç ocs的.

Because ocs(f) is a subgroup of G, it is clear that 1* = ocs{窍门 E is 
closed under 般Ifpε E andO 三 p:$ q E OCS的 nE， 也钮， owing to the 
fact that ocs(丹 is order convex, p E ocs(f) n E. Therefore ocs(f) n E is an 
ideal in E. By part (ii), 1* = oc蜒的 n E, so 户 is a closed ideal, and the 
proof of part (iii) is complete. 

Part (iv) is an obvious consequence of parts (ii) and (iii) and part (v) 
follows direct1y from part (i) of Lemma 3.5. To prove part (vi), suppose that 
1 ocs(ηn E. Then, by Lemma 3.9, ocs的需 (ocs(f) n E) 口份. • 

Clearly, the closed ideals in an interval effect algebra E are precisely 
the kemels of regular morphisms on 旦有'e suspect that the converse of part 
(vi) of Lemma 6.5 fails, but we do not know of an exa.. ,ple to show this. 

Example 6.6. Let ~ be the additive group of integers modulo 2 and let 
G := Z X (~)3. Define a cone G+ in G as follows: (x， 吼声， γ) E G+ i仔 x
> 1, or x 1 and one of α，白， γis nonzero, or x = 0 and α= 在口 γ
O. Then u:出 (3 ， 0， 0 ， 0) is a generative order unit in G and G is the universal 
group for the interval effect algebra Fa16, called the Fano effect algebra. 
[机le atoms in Fa16 can be identified in a natural way with the points in the 
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Fano projective plane (Bennett and Foulis, 1993, Section 7.] Let 1 := {(O, 
0, 0, 0) , (1, 1, 1, l)}. Then (1) 出 {(n， n, n, n)ln E Z }, where the last three 
components are understood to be reduced modulo 2. Note that for the gìven 
partial order on G, 

币， 0， 0，即:5 (1, 1, 0, 0) :5 (2， 0， 0， 0)ε (1) 

but 性， 1, 0, 0) ~ (丹， so (1) 袋。cs(1)秘 Indeεd， if 衍， α，言， γ)εG， let n E 

二~+ with 1 + I x I :5 n, and note that 

一(n ， n, n, n) 虫草 (x， α， 在 γ) 空军 (n, n, n, n) 

so ocs(1) = G by part (i) of Lemma 3.5. Consequently, 1 is not a closed ideal 
in Fa16' and in fact 1* Fa16' 

Lemma 6.7. Let a be a nonisotropic atom in an interval algebra E with 
uni versal group G. Then 1 : {O, a} is an ideal in E, (丹口 (α) ， and, if (α〉
is order-convex, then 1 is a closed ideal in E. 

Proof That 1 is an ideal and 的 = (a) is clear. Assume (α) (丹 is
order-convex so thatωocs(l). Suppose 1 fails to be closed. Then there 
is an element p E ocs(丹门 E= 但) n E such that p ~ 1. Since p E (时，
there exists n E 立 such that 0 空军 p = na 三 u雹 Because 0, a E 1, it follows 
that n 手。， 1. Also, since a, na E G飞 we cannot have n :5 O. Therefore, n 
三:: 2, so 2a :5 u, contradicting the fact that a is nonisotropic. • 

In Examples 5.3 and 6.6 above and Examples 9.1 , 10.1, and 10.2 below, 
the ideal 1 has the form 1 怒江忡，叶， where a is a nonisotropic atom 抽出e

given interval effect algebra E. Only in Example 6.6 does the cyclic subgroup 
(f) = (a) of G fail to be order-convex. Therefore, in all of these ωses except 
for Example 6.6, the ideall = {O, a} is closed by Lemma 6.7. 

By part (iv) of Lemma 6.5, in forming regular quotients of an interval 
effect algebra E by ideals 1 in E, we only need to consider closed ideals. As 
is easily verified, the closed ideals in E form a complete lattice under 仨
which is isomorphic to the complete lattice of all directed and order俐convex
subgroups of the universal group G of E. The closed ideals 1 in E that are 
the kernels of surjective regular morphismsφ:E 叶 F are the analogues of 
normal subgroups in group theory. (S臼 Section 9 below, where we address 
the question of surjectivity.) 

7. THE BOOLEAN CASE 

In this section附 sketch aprl∞fshowing加t Definition 6.2 is consistent 
with the usual definition of a quotient of a Boolean algebra by a Boolean 
ideal. Thus, for the remainder of the section, we assume that X is a compact 
Hausdorff totally disconnected topological space. 
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We regard ZX:= {flf X • Z} as an additive group under pointwise 
operations. The Abelian group ZX is understood to be partially ordered by f 
三 g iff f(x) :5 g(x) for all x E X, with the corresponding positive cone (z+l. 
We define G(X) to be the subgroup of ZX consisting of all functions f: X • 
Z that are continuous when Z is given the discrete topology. The Abelian 
group G(X) is partially ordered by the induced positive cone G(X)+ : = G(X) 
门 (Z+)X.

Because X is compact, a functionf E ZX belongs to G(X) iff it can be 
written in the canonical form 

f= L aiXCi 

where XCi is the characteristic set function of Ci ç X, each Ci is a nonempty 
compact open subset of X, the pairwise disjoint sets C;, i = 1, 2, . . . , n, 
form a partition of X, and ab 龟， . . . , an are distinct integers. Elements of 
the interval effect algebra E(X) : = G(X)+[O， χx] are the characteristic set 
functions of compact open subsets of X; hence, E(X) is a Boolean algebra. 
By the Stone representation theorem (Stone, 1936), every Boolean algebra 
can be represented as an E(X), where X is uniquely deterrnined up to a 
homeomorphism. 

Evidently， χx is a generative order unit in G(X). Furthermore, G(X) is 
the universal group for E(X). Indeed if K is an Abelian group and φ: E(X) • K is a K-valued measure, then φcan be extended to a group homomo甲hism
φ*: G(到→ K by defining 

φ*ω:= L a;φ(XC) 

where f E G(X) is expressed in canonical form. 
Let U be an open subset of X and let l( U) be the subset of E(X) consisting 

of all characteristic set functions Xc of compact open sets C ç U. Clearly, 
1(U) is an ideal in E(X). Note that, for a Boolean algebra, ideals in the 笔ffect

algebra sense coincide with Boolean ideals in the usual sense. 
By a standard argument, every ideal in E(X) has the form 1(U) for a 

uniquely deterrnined open set U ç X. Let Y : = X飞 U be the complement of 
U in X, noting that Y is a compact Hausdorff totally disconnected space under 
the relative topology inherited from X. Define φ: E(到→ E(ηbyφ(xd
: = Xcny for all compact open subsets C of X. Obviously， φis a Boolean 
homomorphism with kemel 1(U). Using the fact that X admits a basis of 
compact open sets, a straightforward argument shows thatφ: E(X) → E(η 
is surjective. 币lerefore， φinduces a Boolean isomorphism of the usual 
Boolean quotient algebra E(X)/l(U) onto the Boolean algebra E(η. 
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Now φ: E(均叶 E(盯仨 G(盯， φis a G(Y)-valued measure, and G(X) 
is the universal group of 1江川， so there is a uniquely defined group homomor唰

phismφ*: G(却叶 G(约 that agrees with φon E(X). Sinc怠 E(Y) generates 
G(Y) and 棋E(到)耶 E(Y)， it follows thatφ*: G(X)→ G(另 Îs surjective. 
Also, it is clear thatφ气G(盯) = G( Y)+. U sing the canonical form of elements 
in G(X), we verify that 

ker(φ飞 (f E G(X) I只Y) = O} = (/(U)) 

and it follows that ker(铲) ocs(/( U)). 布erefore the reg注:红 quotient effect 
algebra E(X)/ocs(瓦的)ωn be identified with 

G(Y)+忡， φ*(Xx)] G(Y)+阴， Xy] = E(盯

which in tum is isomorphic to the corresponding quotient Boolean algebra 
E(X).矶的.

8. QUOTIENTS OF STANDARD EFFECT ALGEBRAS 

In this section 1创就 be a Hilbert space, let B(淀) be the *-algebra of 
all bounded operators on 泼， and let 嗡(绽) be the group under addition of all 
self-adjoint operators A 黑俨 e 凯旋). We organize 鸣撑) into a partially 
ordered Abelian group with positive cone 

<g+(主t:) : (A2 IA E 啄(淀)} = (BB*IB E 凯旋)}

and consider the standard effect algebra E(就) :口专气茨)[0， 1]. By Corollary 
4.7 of Bennett and Foulis (n.d.)，钱就) is t检部versal group for E(黔.Pr∞fs
of most of the observations below follow either from Sεction 6 of Greεchie 
et al. (1 995) or from standard operator-theoretic arguments. 

Denote by 民主军) the set of all projection operators P = 严 ε 等('iJe)，
noting that 凯旋) is a sub-effect algebra of E(绽)栩d that. as such. it forms 
a complete orthomodular lattice. If P E 1坑前)， the order ideal <g+[0, P] := 
(A E <g(就) 1 0 $ A $ P} is an effect ideal in 凯旋') if and only if P εP(~. 
If PεP(旋)， then 

飞伊[0， P] 拮 (A E E(就)IA 口::: AP 口启4}

and 

与画+[0， P'] = {A E E(~)IAP PA = O} 

Furthermore, 

〈嗡吨。， P')} = ocs(<g+[O, P']) 骂骂 {A E <g(就)IAP = PA = 的

so 喧气。， P'] is a closεd ideal in E(就L
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Let P E P(淀) with P 咎。， 1 and let M be the closed linear subspace 
of 'ãC given by M : = P('ãC). There is a rather n在tural order-preserving group 
epimorphism 忡p)*: 飞践踏→锁M) given by ((φp)*A)a :=昂αfor allα 
E M, and we have 

ker((φp)*) = {A ε 专(就)IPAP = O} 

Of course, ker( (φp)勺 is order-convex, but it is not directed. The restriction 
φp: E(均→阳岛 of (φp)* to 扫荡) is a surjective effect morphism with 
effect kemel 

(φp)一 I(的 m 喝令[0， P'] 口 {A E 在(就)IAP = PA O} 

However, in spite of the fact thatφp: 我就)→ E(M) is an important effect 
algebra morphism 台om the point of view of quantum logic, it is not regular. 
In fact, the directed order-convex subgroup 

在φp)-I(O)) 口(专气。，P']) {A E ~(旋)IAP PA = O} 

is a proper subgroup of ker((中p)*) = {A E 可自觉)IPAP 嚣的.

With the notation of the last par在graph， let <(5 be the additive subgroup 
ofB(旋) given by 

唱:= {C E B(就)I P'C = CP O} 

and let :1 = 锁M)X 电 Define the group epimorphìsm (φp)*: 飞跃'ãC) • :1 
by (φp沪A = ((φp)*A ， PAP') for all A E 嗡〈淀). Then 

ker((φp)η = {A E 嗡('ãC)IAP = PA O} = (包÷段， P']) 

is a directed order‘ convex subgroup of 喧气'ãC)， so we can organize :1 into a 
partially ordered Abelian group with :1+ :=φ*但气就)).ηle restrictionφp 
of (φp沪 E。我就) is a regular surjective effect-algebra morphismφp: E(就)

→ :1+[(Op ， 韵， (l p, 0月， where Op and l p are the zero and identity oper况。rs
in B(M).τnus， the regular quotient E('ãC)/ocs(~+[O， P']) is not i嚣。morphic
to E(M) 制 one might 似pect， but rather to an inte凹al in :1出嗡(M) X 电

A density operator on 就 is a trace-class operator W ε~+(拗 with 时的

= 1. Such an operator determines a probability measureωw: E(掬→ R+[O，

1] according toωw(A) :=时凯的 for 挠llA E E(苟， and the unique extension 
of ωw to a group homomorphism 仙wY: 哦贺〉→ R is given by 怡的*(A)
:= tr(附) for allA E 哦盼.IfP ε P('ãC) is the projection onto the orthogonal 
complement of the null space of W, then the effect kemel of Ww Îs 

(ωW)-I(O) = (A E E(就)IAP = PA 口。}口喝令[0， P'] 

However, in general ， ωw is not a regular morphism because ocs(~吨。， P']) 
〈飞。吨。 ， P']) is not equal to the group kemel ker((ωωη. 
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In summary, if W is a density operator on 就 and P is the projection 
onto the orthogonal complement M of the null space of W; then there are 
three surjective effect-algebra morphismsφp: 凯旋)叶蚓京市locs传+抖， P']), 
φp: E(淀)…~ E(M), and ωw: E(就)→ R吨。， 1], all with the same e仔ect kemel 
(A E E(就)IAP = PA = 时， but with three group kemels 

ker((φp)*) ç ker((φp)*) ç ker((ωw)*) 

which, in general, are all different. [If W represents a pure state, so that W 
P, then ker( (φp)*) = ker((ωw)*).] All of this will have to be reconciled 

in any general theory of quotients of effect algebras. 

9. SURJECTIVITY 

The traditional mathematical notion of a quotient leads one to expect 
岱at a regular quotient morphismφ:E • Elocs(1) ought 如 be s呵成扳回. The 
following example shows that, for interγal effect algebras, this expectation is 
not necessarily fulfilled. 

Example 9.1. 让t G : = Z5, with the positive co挝

G+:= {衍，其 Z， p， ψε(主可5Iq::$x+y+Z+p}

and with the generative order unil u : =口， 1, 1, 1, 2). 在lere are eight atoms 
and 36 elements in the effect algebra Fl侈品 G今仰，叫， called the Frazier-lρck 
cube. In fact, F~6 is an orthoalgebra. Let 1 := {币， 0， 0， 0，屿，杠， 0， 0， 0，
0刀， noting that 1 is an ideal in FL36, and 份工{柄， 0， 0， 0, O)ln εZ} is 
an order-convex subgroup of G. The mapping φ*: Z5 • Z4 given byφ*怡，
只 Z， p , q) : = (y, Z, p , q) is a group epimorphism with ker(φ叫=(丹= ocs(刀，
and φ*(G+) = (Z+)4, the standard positive cone in Z4. Therefore, FL3Jocs(1) 
can be identified with (Z+)4[(0, 0, 0，伪， (1, 1, 1, 2)] , which is a 24-element 
effect algebra isomorphic to the Cartesian product of the Boolean algebra 23 

and a chain with three elements. With the notation of Foulis et al. (1 994, 
Ex缸nple 4.3)，由is is the rectangular trellis RT( 1, 1, 1, 2). 币le image of FL36 
under the regular morphism 4> consists of all elemenr-. in F乌Jocs(l) with 
the exception 0/ 杠， 1, 1, 0) and its orthosupplement (0, 0, 0, 2). 

There seems 柏树汲o reasonable way to repair the la，ιk of surjectivìty 
of the regular morphismφin Examp始 9. 1. For instance, one could propose 
that the true quotient of FL始 by 1 ought to be the image φ(FL3岳) of F~6 in 
Z4 underφ， but it tums out that 今(FL36) 总统ot even a sub-effect algebra of 
the interval effect algebra (军可气币， 0， 0，韵，口， 1, 1, 2)]. In fact, there is no 
interval e在ect algebra that i在瑞 image of FL36 under a morphism with 1 as 
itsεffect kemel. Evidently the difficulty is simply that, even though 1 is 
closed, it is not a "well-behaved忡 ideal.
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For surjective regular quotient morphisms, we have the following 
theorem. 

Theorem 9.2. Let G be the universal group of E = G+凹， u] , let Q be a 
partially ordered Abelian group, let v be a generative order unit in Q飞 and
let F Q+凹， v]. Then, ifφ:E • F is a sutjective regular morphism, it 
follows that Q is the universal group for F. 

Proof. Let φ*: G → Qbe 也e unique extension of φ:E 叶 F to a group 
homomorphism. Suppose K is an Abelian group and that K: F 叶 Kis aK唰

valued measure. 百lenκ 。 φ:E • K is also a K-valued me革sure， so it can 
be extended to a group homomorphism 位。 φ沪:G • K. Evidently, 

(K 0 φ沪(ker(铲)门日= K(φ(ker(铲) n E)) {O} 

whence(ker怜飞门E}号~ ker(怜。 K)*). Sinceφ:E→ F is a regular morphis珉，

如r(φ*) (φ一 I(O)} = (ker(φ*) n E)} 三 ker(忡。汉沪)

and ìt follows that there is a group homomorphism K*: Q • K such thatκ* 
。铲出位。 φ)*. S叩pose q E F. Since φ:E • F is s叫ective， there exists 
P E E with q 制抖础d it follows that 

。(q) 口川(φ(p)) K*(φ*(p)) = (K 0φ)*(p) = (K 0φ)(p) = K(q). 

Therefore, the group homomorphism K* is an extension of K. • 

In Ex创nple 9.1 , it tums out that, in spite of the fact that the regular 
morphism 今 is not surje创刊， the group Z4 with the standard positive cone 
(Zγand the order unit (1, 1, 1, 2) is the universal group for F~Joc刘丹
As a matter of fact, we do not know of an example in which the conditions 
in Theorem 6.1 hold, but Q is not the universal group of F. 

10. QUOTIENTS OF ORTHOALGEBRAS AND 
ORl、HOMODULAl主 LATTICES

There are orthoalgebras that are not interval effect algebras, but they 
are the exception rather than the rule, and they are not of gre在t interest in 
quantum logic because they never have a "full set of states" (Bennett and 
Foulis, n.d.). The following ex叙说ple shows that the regular quotient of an 
interval orthoalgebra by an ideal need not be 拥 orthoalgebra. Thus, the 
class of interval orthoalgebras is not closed under the formation of regular 
quotients, a fact that provides further justification for the study of effect 
algebras that are more geLeral than orthoalgebras. 
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Example 10.1. As in Ex缸nple 5.4, let W14 = G+[O, u] be the Wright 
triangle with universal group G = Z飞 positive cone 

G+ = {(x, y, z, w)lx， 只 z， w εZ+， w :5 x + Y + z} 

and unit u = (1, 1, 1, 1). Let 1 := {(O, 0, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0, 1) }, noting that 1 
is an ideal in W14. A calculation shows that 

ocs(η= (1) = {(O, n, 0, n)ln E Z} 

and 由at the mapping φ*: G • Z3 defined for (x, y, z, w) εGby 

φ*(x， y, z, w) : = (x, z, x + Y + z - w) 

is a group epimorphism with kemel (1). Evidently， φ*( G+) = (Z+)3 is the 
standard positive cone in Z3, and v :=φ*(u) = (1, 1, 2). Thus, W1Jocs(1) 
is isomorphic to (Z+)3[0, v] , the 12-element effect algebra obtained by taking 
the Cartesian product of the Boolean algebra 22 with the three-element chain 
Z+[O, 2]. Again with the notation ofFoulis et al. (1994) ， 由is is the rectangular 
trellis RT(1, 1, 2). The element (0, 0, 1) ε(Z+)3[0， v] is isotropic, so W1J 
ocs的 is not an orthoalgebra. 

In the class of orthomodular lattices, there is already a well-developed 
theory of quotients. Indeed, if L is an OML, then a lattice ideal 1 in L is 
called a p-ideal iff it is closed under perspectivity. For such an ideal, the 
quotient U1, defined in a natural way, is again an OML (Kalmbach, 1983). 
We do not know of an example in which factoring a p-ideal1 from an interval 
orthomodular lattice L produces anything other than Uocs(l) as given by 
Definition 6.2. However, in an OML there are generally lots of e征ect algebra 
ideals 由at 缸e not p-ideals, and we are now in a position to factor them out, too. 

Example 10.2. Let G = Z4 with the nonstandard positive cone 

G+ = {(x, y, z, w) I x， 只 z， W E Z+, W :5 Y + z} 

and generative order unit u = (1, 1, 1, 1), and let G12 = G+[O, u] as in 
Example 5.3. Let 1:= {(O, 0, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0, O) }, noting that 1 is a lattice 
ideal, but not a p-ideal, in the OML G12• Also, ocs(η= 仍= {(O, n, 0, O)ln 
E Z} and the mapping φ*: G • Z3 given byφ*(x， y, z, w) := (x, z, w) is 
a group epimorphism with kemel (1). Evidently， φ*( G+) = (Z+)3 andφ*(u) 
= (1, 1, 1). Thus, G12/ocs(l) is the eight-element Boolean algebra 23. Here, 
both G12 and G12/0CS(ηare OMLs, and the regular quotient morphismφ: 
G12 → G12/ocs(ηis surjective, but it is not an OML homomorphism. (The 
kemel of an OML homomorphism is always a p-ideal.) In Foulis and Bennett 
(1994), it is shown that an e征ect-algebra morphism between OMLs is a 
homomorphism of OMLs iff it is an e征.ect-algebra homomorphism. Indeed, 
φis not an e征.ect-algebra homomorphism because, for instance, the elements 
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侣， 0， 1, 1) and 币， 1. 0, 1) are di碍。int in G'2' but their images 币， 1, 1) and 
币， 0，。法nderφare not disjoint in 23• 
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